Sweden host for IUFRO World Congress 2024

After almost 100 years, IUFRO comes to Sweden again! 5000 delegates from business, government, academia, non-governmental organizations, ministers, politicians and journalists will come to discuss the world's forests. "It will be a giant storefront for the Nordic forest sector", says SNS secretary Jonas Rönnberg.

[All about the World Congress 2024]

News&Views: 60 years of networking in forest economy

Forest Economics (SSFE) has brought researchers in the Nordic countries together since 1958. Biennial conferences have been organised almost without interruption. The anniversary was celebrated at a conference in Denmark in May 2018.

[Latest News&Views]

Matchmaking Day: the kick off for the project of your dreams

This day can be the kick off for the project of your dreams! You will have the chance to meet new colleagues and get fruitful tips about how to form creative networks. You will also get firsthand information from Nordic Forest Research, Nordic Agri Research, NordGen Forest and EFINORD on how to write a successful application for our calls. [MORE INFO]

Apply for scholarship in december

Ones a year, you have the chance to get funding for education, a conference or a smaller project related to Nordic forest research. The call for scholarships is a collaboration with NordGen Forest and will open December 15th.

[What can you apply for?]

SNS network makes a change

Research, sharing of results, knowledge and equipment - the SNS networks has a lot going on. One of them has tried to make production of biomass to a sustainable business.

[SNS funding gathered stakeholders]
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